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In the early decades of its resurgence, the scientific 
study of consciousness focused on the search for the 
‘neural correlates of consciousness’ (NCCs). Formally, 
the NCCs of a conscious state are the minimal set of 
neural events jointly sufficient for that state; in prac
tice, the search for the NCCs has involved seeking the 
brain states and processes that are most closely related 
to consciousness1–3. Focusing on searching for the NCCs 
has been useful because the notion of NCCs is relatively 
‘theory neutral’, and thus the NCC framework provided 
a common language and methodology for researchers 
with different theoretical and even meta physical com
mitments. However, the limitations of the NCC frame
work have become increasingly clear, as revealed for 
example in the challenges involved in distinguishing 
‘true’ NCCs from the neural prerequisites and conse
quences of consciousness4–7. In response to these limi
tations, there has been a steadily increasing focus on 
the development of theories of consciousness (ToCs). 
With a ToC in hand, we would be able to go beyond an 
NCC based methodology and move towards models of 
consciousness that deliver explanatory insight. Indeed, 
having an empirically validated ToC should be the 
primary goal of consciousness science8,9.

Whereas the NCC approach prioritizes the search for 
correlations between brain activity and consciousness, 
a theoretical approach instead focuses on identifying 
explanatory links between neural mechanisms and 

aspects of consciousness10. That being said, theorists 
often employ different conceptions of what it would 
take to secure an explanatory link between neural acti
vity and consciousness. Some assume that a satisfactory 
ToC should and can close the ‘explanatory gap’ (Box 1), 
and that it will be possible to render the relationship 
between neural activity and consciousness as trans
parent as the relationship between water’s chemical 
structure and its gross behavioural profile11. Others 
doubt or remain agnostic as to whether the explana
tory gap will ever be fully closed, but nonetheless hope 
for a framework that might explain certain aspects of 
consciousness and, in so doing, reduce or eliminate the 
sense of mystery surrounding its biophysical basis12,13. 
Still others argue that explanatory gap intuitions are 
misleading, and should not be taken seriously by the 
science of consciousness14,15.

There is now a wide range of candidate ToCs (TaBle 1).  
Notably, instead of ToCs progressively being ‘ruled out’ 
as empirical data accumulate, they seem to be prolif
erating. This proliferation has led to both attempts to 
integrate existing theories with each other16 and the 
development of ‘adversarial collaborations’, in which 
proponents of competing theories agree in advance 
about whether the outcome of a proposed experiment 
will support or undermine their preferred theory17. 
However, there are significant challenges to both theory 
integration and adversarial collaboration, as we discuss.

Neural correlates  
of consciousness
(NCCs). The minimal set of 
neural events that is jointly 
sufficient for a conscious state.
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Abstract | Recent years have seen a blossoming of theories about the biological and physical 
basis of consciousness. Good theories guide empirical research, allowing us to interpret data, 
develop new experimental techniques and expand our capacity to manipulate the phenomenon 
of interest. Indeed, it is only when couched in terms of a theory that empirical discoveries  
can ultimately deliver a satisfying understanding of a phenomenon. However, in the case of 
consciousness, it is unclear how current theories relate to each other, or whether they can be 
empirically distinguished. To clarify this complicated landscape, we review four prominent 
theoretical approaches to consciousness: higher- order theories, global workspace theories, 
re- entry and predictive processing theories and integrated information theory. We describe the 
key characteristics of each approach by identifying which aspects of consciousness they propose 
to explain, what their neurobiological commitments are and what empirical data are adduced  
in their support. We consider how some prominent empirical debates might distinguish among 
these theories, and we outline three ways in which theories need to be developed to deliver a 
mature regimen of theory- testing in the neuroscience of consciousness. There are good reasons 
to think that the iterative development, testing and comparison of theories of consciousness will 
lead to a deeper understanding of this most profound of mysteries.
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In this Review, we consider how a range of ToCs 
relate to each other and to empirical data, and we iden
tify some promising avenues by which theory develop
ment and empirical research can jointly support each 
other in the search for a satisfying scientific account 
of conscious experience. Our attention is restricted to 
theories that are either themselves expressed in neuro
biological terms or are plausibly taken to entail claims 
that can be expressed in neurobiological terms. (As we 
will see, some ‘neurobiological’ ToCs are expressed in the 
abstract language of functional relations or information 
theory, and qualify as ‘neurobiological’ only because the 
abstract features that they appeal to are associated with 
particular neural mechanisms.) We also consider only 
neuroscientific theories that are consistent with known 
physical theory, and we also leave to one side theories 
that link consciousness directly to quantum mechanical 
processes (for examples, see refs18,19).

Preliminaries
One of the main reasons why ToCs ‘talk’ past each other 
is that they often have different explanatory targets. We 
therefore begin by considering what a comprehensive 
ToC should aim to account for, noting that even this 
issue is contested, with theorists often disagreeing about 
what kinds of phenomena a ToC should explain.

The heart of the problem of consciousness is the issue 
of ‘experience’ or ‘subjective awareness’. Although no 
non circular definition of these terms can be provided, 
the target phenomenon can be illuminated through 
some intuitive distinctions. There is ‘something it is like’ 
for an organism to be conscious20, and what it is like to be 
in one state of consciousness differs from what it is like 
to be in another state of consciousness. A comprehen
sive ToC will explain why some organisms or systems are 

conscious whereas others are not, and it will also explain 
why states of consciousness differ from each other in the 
ways that they do.

States of consciousness can be grouped into two 
classes: global states and local states. Global states concern 
an organism’s overall subjective profile and are associated 
with changes in arousal and behavioural responsiveness. 
Familiar global states include wakefulness, dreaming, 
sedation, the minimally conscious state, and (perhaps) 
the psychedelic state. These global states are sometimes 
called ‘levels’ of consciousness, but we prefer the term 
‘global states’ because it leaves open the possibility that 
these states cannot be given a complete ordering in terms 
of a single dimension, but are best conceptualized as 
regions within a multidimensional space21.

Local states — often referred to as ‘conscious con
tents’ or as states having ‘qualia’ — are characterized by 
‘what it is like’ to be in them. The local state associated 
with having a headache is distinct from the local state 
associated with smelling coffee, for what it is like to have 
a headache differs from what it is like to smell coffee. 
Local states can be described at different levels of gran
ularity, from low level perceptual features (for example, 
colour), to objects, to complete multimodal perceptual 
scenes. An important subset of local states underpins the 
experience of selfhood, which encompasses experiences 
of mood, emotion, volition, body ownership, explicit 
autobiographical memory and the like13,22–24. Although 
neurobiological theories tend to focus on local states 
with sensory and perceptual content, consciousness also 
includes local states with cognitive and propositional 
content, such as the thoughts that arise when solving a 
crossword puzzle. Importantly, the local states that an 
agent has at a particular time do not simply occur as 
independent elements but are, instead, bound together 
as components of a single conscious scene that subsumes 
each of the agent’s local states25,26.

A second distinction is between the phenomenal 
properties of consciousness and its functional proper
ties. The former term refers to the experiential char
acter of consciousness, as is suggested by the phrase 
‘what it is like’. The functional aspects of consciousness 
concern the role(s) that mental states play in the cog
nitive economy of an organism in virtue of being con
scious. (‘Function’ here encompasses both teleological 
functions — functional roles as shaped by evolution — 
and dispositional functions — the role a process plays in 
the operation of a larger system of which it is a part; see 
ref.27) For example, consciously seeing a coffee cup may 
enable a range of functions, such as the ability to behave 
flexibly with respect to the cup (perhaps to drink from it,  
or to throw it across the room), to lay down an episodic 
memory of the event, and to provide verbal reports 
about the experience. In making this distinction, we are 
not claiming that phenomenal and functional proper
ties are independent (they are very likely not to be inde
pendent), merely that they provide distinct explanatory 
targets for ToCs. As we will see, some ToCs focus on 
the phenomenal features of consciousness, others focus 
on the functional features of consciousness and still 
others attempt to account for both the functional and 
phenomenal features of consciousness.

Box 1 | Theories of consciousness and the ‘hard problem’

In the 1990s, David Chalmers famously distinguished between the ‘hard’ and ‘easy’ 
problems of consciousness164. The easy problems are concerned with the functions  
and behaviours associated with consciousness, whereas the hard problem concerns  
the experiential (phenomenal, subjective) dimensions of consciousness. What makes the 
hard problem hard is the ‘explanatory gap’165 — the intuition that there seems to be no 
prospect of a fully reductive explanation of experience in physical or functional terms.

Some theories of consciousness (ToCs) (for example, integrated information 
theory (IIT) and certain versions of higher- order theory (HoT)) address the hard 
problem directly. other theories (for example, global workspace theories (GWTs)) 
focus on the functional and behavioural properties associated with consciousness; 
although they can be viewed as addressing the hard problem, this is not the primary 
goal of their proponents. A third strategy (adopted by some predictive processing 
theorists) aims to provide a framework in which various questions about the 
phenomenal properties of consciousness can be addressed, without attempting 
to account for the existence of phenomenology as such67 — an approach sometimes 
called the ‘real problem’13,166.

A critical question in this area is whether the hard problem is indeed a genuine 
challenge that ought to be addressed by a science of consciousness, or whether it 
ought to be dissolved rather than solved. Those who take the latter view often argue 
that the appearance of a distinctively hard problem derives from the peculiar features 
of the concepts (‘phenomenal concepts’) that we employ in representing our own 
conscious states167,168. A related view is illusionism, according to which we do not 
actually have phenomenal states but merely represent ourselves as having such 
states14,15. Whatever the merits of these proposals, it seems likely that the grip of  
the hard problem may loosen as our capacity to explain, predict and control both 
phenomenological and functional properties of consciousness expands166,169.

Explanatory gap intuitions
Intuitions that there is no 
prospect of a fully satisfying 
explanation of consciousness 
in physical, mechanistic terms.

Adversarial collaborations
research projects in which 
proponents of different 
theories together design  
an experiment to distinguish 
their preferred theories, and 
agree in advance about how 
the outcome will favour one 
theory over the other(s).

Global states
relating to an organism’s 
overall state of consciousness, 
usually linked to arousal and 
behavioural responsiveness, 
and associated with the ‘level’ 
of consciousness.

Local states
relating to particular conscious 
mental states, such as a 
conscious perception, emotion 
or thought. local states are also 
often called conscious contents.
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A third distinction is between two kinds of questions 
concerning local states (‘contents’) that a ToC might 
attempt to answer. On one hand, one might ask why  
an agent is in a certain local state (rather than another). 
On the other, one might ask why a parti cular local state 
has the experiential character that it has (rather than an 
experiential character of some other kind). This distinc
tion can be explained with reference to binocular rivalry, 
in which each eye is presented with a different stimulus 
(say, a house to the right eye and a face to the left eye), 

and the subject’s visual experience alternates between 
the left eye stimulus and the right eye stimulus28. Take 
a particular time at which the contents of consciousness 
involve a house, whereas the face is not consciously 
perceived. Here, we can ask why the mental state cor
responding to ‘house’ is conscious (and that of ‘face’ is 
unconscious), and we can also ask why visual experi
ences of a house have the distinctive experiential char
acter that they have rather than, say, the experiential 
character of seeing a face, hearing a bell or feeling pain. 

Binocular rivalry
a phenomenon in which 
different images are presented 
to each eye, and conscious 
perception alternates between 
the two images.

Table 1 | A selection of theories of consciousness

Theory Primary claim Key refs

Higher- order theory (HOT) Consciousness depends on meta- representations of lower- order mental states 31,46

Self- organizing meta- 
representational theory

Consciousness is the brain’s (meta- representational) theory about itself 34,140

Attended intermediate 
representation theory

Consciousness depends on the attentional amplification of 
intermediate-level representations

141,142

Global workspace theories 
(GWTs)

Consciousness depends on ignition and broadcast within a neuronal global 
workspace where fronto- parietal cortical regions play a central, hub- like role

47–49

Integrated information 
theory (IIT)

Consciousness is identical to the cause–effect structure of a physical 
substrate that specifies a maximum of irreducible integrated information

57,59,60

Information closure theory Consciousness depends on non- trivial information closure with respect  
to an environment at particular coarse- grained scales

143

Dynamic core theory Consciousness depends on a functional cluster of neural activity combining 
high levels of dynamical integration and differentiation

144

Neural Darwinism Consciousness depends on re- entrant interactions reflecting a history  
of value- dependent learning events shaped by selectionist principles

145,146

Local recurrency Consciousness depends on local recurrent or re- entrant cortical processing 
and promotes learning

65,71

Predictive processing Perception depends on predictive inference of the causes of sensory signals; 
provides a framework for systematically mapping neural mechanisms to 
aspects of consciousness

67,73,79

Neuro- representationalism Consciousness depends on multilevel neurally encoded predictive 
representations

84

Active inference Although views vary, in one version consciousness depends on temporally 
and counterfactually deep inference about self- generated actions

76; see 
also91

Beast machine theory Consciousness is grounded in allostatic control- oriented predictive inference 13,75,77; see 
also90

Neural subjective frame Consciousness depends on neural maps of the bodily state providing  
a first- person perspective

24

Self comes to mind theory Consciousness depends on interactions between homeostatic routines  
and multilevel interoceptive maps, with affect and feeling at the core

23,147

Attention schema theory Consciousness depends on a neurally encoded model of the control  
of attention

148

Multiple drafts model Consciousness depends on multiple (potentially inconsistent) 
representations rather than a single, unified representation that is available 
to a central system

149

Sensorimotor theory Consciousness depends on mastery of the laws governing sensorimotor 
contingencies

88

Unlimited associative 
learning

Consciousness depends on a form of learning which enables an organism  
to link motivational value with stimuli or actions that are novel, compound 
and non- reflex inducing

150

Dendritic integration 
theory

Consciousness depends on integration of top- down and bottom- up 
signalling at a cellular level

151

Electromagnetic field 
theory

Consciousness is identical to physically integrated, and causally active, 
information encoded in the brain’s global electromagnetic field

152

Orchestrated objective 
reduction

Consciousness depends on quantum computations within microtubules 
inside neurons

18

Our selection of theories includes those that are either neurobiological in nature or potentially expressible in neurobiological terms.
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Notably, there may be some contents that cannot be con
scious (for example, low level processing within early 
sensory or regulatory systems) and others that can only 
be conscious (for example, globally integrated percep
tual scenes). Thus, in addition to explaining why some 
mental contents are conscious in some contexts but not 
others, another challenge is to explain why some con
tents can never be conscious and why others can exist 
only as conscious.

Rather than address the full range of issues that we 
have just identified, most ToCs aim to explain only 
certain aspects of consciousness, perhaps as a step on 
the way to becoming comprehensive. Although being 
restricted in some way is not itself an objection to a 
ToC, it does mean that the task of inter theory compar
ison is less straightforward than it might otherwise be.  
If theories are targeting different aspects of consciousness 
(say, one theory is focused on the phenomenal character of 
consciousness and another is focused on its functional 
profile) then they might not be the ‘adversaries’ that they 
at first glance appear to be.

The ToCs we review here are grouped into four 
cate gories: higher order theories (HOTs), global work
space theories (GWTs), integrated information theory 
(IIT) and re entry and predictive processing theories. 
Although some accounts of consciousness straddle 
multi ple categories, and others are not plausibly sub
sumed under any of these categories (TaBle 1), this 
four way distinction between ToCs provides a useful lens 
through which to view the current state of play in the 
science of consciousness (Box 2; for other ways of group
ing theories, see for example ref.29). In what follows, we 
introduce the key elements of each category, describe 
some notable within category differences, and identify 
those aspects of consciousness most closely associated 

with each category. We then illustrate how these ToCs 
relate to each other in terms of some prominent empiri
cal debates, and present several proposals that, we sug
gest, will help to drive a virtuous cycle between theory 
development and experimental investigation.

Higher- order theories
The core claim that unites all HOTs is that a mental state 
is conscious in virtue of being the target of a certain kind 
of meta representational state. Meta representations 
are not merely representations that occur higher or 
deeper in a processing hierarchy but are, rather, repre
sentations that have as their targets other representa
tions (fIg. 1). For example, a representation with the 
content ‘I have a visual experience of a moving dot’ 
is a meta- representation, for its content concerns the 
agent’s own representations of the world rather than  
the world itself.

An important respect in which HOTs differ from each 
other concerns the account that they give of the nature 
and role of the meta representations that are responsi
ble for consciousness. Some versions of the approach 
identify the kinds of meta representations that are cru
cial for consciousness with thoughts (or thought like 
states) that have conceptual content30–32. Other varieties 
of HOT have been expressed in computational terms. 
According to the self organizing meta representational 
account, consciousness involves higher order brain 
networks learning to redescribe the representations 
encoded in lower order networks in a way that counts 
as meta representational33,34. Alternatively, higher order 
state space theory proposes that subjective reports  
(for example, statements such as ‘I am aware of X’) are 
metacognitive (higher order) decisions about a genera
tive model of perceptual content35, whereas per ceptual 
reality monitoring posits that conscious perception 
arises when a higher order network judges a first 
order representation to be a reliable reflection of the 
external world36,37.

As should be clear from the foregoing, HOTs 
focus on explaining why some contents are conscious 
whereas others are not. However, these theories are not 
limited to this particular focus — they also have the 
resources to address issues pertaining to the experien
tial character of local states. One prominent example 
concerns the (debated) intuition that the contents of 
perceptual experience often outstrip the information 
available in ‘first order’ sensory representations, as is 
alleged to occur in the context of peripheral vision38,39. 
The HOT based proposal here is that the apparently 
‘inflated’ phenomenology of peripheral visual experi
ence is caused by the higher order misrepresentation 
of first order states40. The HOT approach can also be 
extended to explain why some contents are unable to 
be conscious (they cannot be the targets of appropriate 
meta representational states) and why some contents 
are necessarily conscious (they are necessarily accom
panied by appropriate meta representational states). 
HOTs rarely focus on global states of consciousness, but 
it would be natural for them to appeal to the integrity 
of (meta)representational processes to account for the 
distinctions between global states.

Box 2 | Other approaches: attention, learning and affect

The landscape of theories of consciousness (ToCs) includes numerous other theoretical 
approaches in addition to those surveyed in this Review (TaBle 1). one approach 
focuses on attention. For example, Graziano’s attention schema theory associates 
conscious perception with a model of the control of attention148. Another attention- 
based ToC is the attended intermediate representational theory. First proposed by 
Jackendoff141 and defended in detail by Prinz142, this theory holds that consciousness 
occurs when intermediate- level perceptual representations gain access to attention.

other theoretical approaches focus on learning. These include the proposal by 
Jablonka and Ginsburg that minimal consciousness is underpinned by a form of 
associative learning they term ‘unlimited associative learning’. According to their 
proposal, this form of learning enables an organism to link motivational value with stimuli 
or actions that are novel, compound and non- reflex inducing150. other learning-based 
theories overlap with some theories we have already described, such as Cleeremans’ 
version of higher- order theory (HoT)34,140 and lamme’s local recurrency account, which 
holds that recurrent signalling underpins consciousness in virtue of its role in learning65. 
learning- based theories are also closely related to ‘selectionist’ approaches, which 
ground consciousness in evolutionary- like dynamics within and between neuronal 
populations145,146.

Affect- based theories emphasize the brain’s role in physiological regulation as the 
basis for consciousness. These theories include Damasio’s proposal that consciousness 
depends on hierarchically nested representations of the organism’s physiological con-
dition147,170, and proposals that mix an affect- based emphasis with predictive processing 
to ground conscious experiences in control- oriented interoceptive predictions13,77,90. 
Some affect- based theories deny that cortical mechanisms are necessary for con-
sciousness, instead locating the mechanisms of consciousness in the brainstem171,172 
(although see ref.173).

Phenomenal character
The experiential nature  
of a local state, such as the 
‘redness’ of an experience  
of red or the pain of a 
toothache — sometimes  
also called qualia.

Meta- representation
a mental representation  
that has as its target another 
mental representation
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A particularly intriguing question is whether (and 
if so, how) HOTs explain the distinctive phenomenal 
character of various kinds of experiences. Why is the 
phenomenal character associated with seeing a sunset 
so different from the phenomenal character associated 
with a headache? The general shape of the higherorder 
response to this question is that the phenomenal chara
cter of a state is determined by the properties that the 
relevant meta representational state ascribes to it. Most 
examples of this approach focus on visual experience40, 
but there have also been higher order attempts to 
account for the phenomenal character of emotional 
states41 and metacognitive states, such as ‘what it is like’ 
to feel confident in a perceptual decision42,43. Ultimately, 
any fully reductive version of the higher order approach 
must explain why the representation of various pro
perties generates the phenomenology that it does (or is  
identical to it), and how neural activity enables the 
relevant properties to be represented in the first place.

Higherorder accounts of consciousness are primarily 
accounts of what makes a mental state conscious and, as 
such, the approach is not committed to any particular 
view of the function(s) of consciousness. Indeed, some 
HOTs downplay the idea that consciousness has any  
distinctive function44. Other versions of the higher order 
approach identify the functional role of consciousness with 
the metacognitive processes associated with confidence 
judgements and error monitoring45. However, whereas 
higher order views allow conscious mental states to be 
accompanied by conscious metacognitive judgements — 
such as those involved in explicit perfor mance monitor
ing or subjective confidence reports — most versions of 
this approach do not require that conscious perception 
is always accompanied by a corresponding conscious 
metacognitive state. Instead, for meta representations 
to be conscious, they themselves must be the objects of  
a suitable meta representational state.

With respect to the neural basis of consciousness, the 
emphasis on meta representation has led higherorder 
theorists to emphasize anterior cortical regions, especially 
the prefrontal cortex30, given the association of these 
regions with complex cognitive functions. However, 
although most HOTs propose that anterior involvement 
is implicated in consciousness, there is disagreement 
about precisely which anterior regions (or processes)  
are required46.

Global workspace theories
GWTs originate from ‘blackboard’ architectures in artifi
cial intelligence, in which the blackboard is a centralized 
resource through which specialized processors share and 
receive information. The first GWT of consciousness47 
was framed at a cognitive level. It proposed that con
scious mental states are those that are ‘globally avail
able’ to a wide range of cognitive processes including 
attention, evaluation, memory and verbal report. The 
core claim of GWTs is that it is the wide accessibility 
of information to such consumer cognitive systems that 
constitutes conscious experience (fIg. 2).

This basic claim has since been developed into a neural 
theory — often referred to as the ‘global neuronal work
space theory’ — according to which sensory infor mation 

gains access to consciousness when it is ‘broadcast’ within 
an anatomically widespread neuronal workspace that is 
implemented across higherorder cortical association 
areas, with a particular (although not exclusive) emphasis 
on the prefrontal cortex48,49. Access to the global work
space is achieved through nonlinear network ‘ignition’ in 
which recurrent processing amplifies and sustains neu
ronal representations50. The emphasis on ignition and 
broadcast — as compared with meta representation — is 
one way in which GWT is distinguished from the HOT 
approach.

Like HOTs, GWTs focus on the question of what 
makes a representation conscious, and GWT theorists 
have rarely attempted to account for the phenomenal dif
ferences between distinct kinds of experiences (although 
see ref.51). Returning to our example of binocular rivalry, 
the GWT view aims to explain why, at a particular point 
in time, the mental state corresponding to ‘house’ is  
conscious (whereas that corresponding to ‘face’ is uncon
scious), but offers no direct account of the experiential 
contrast between seeing a house on the one hand and 
seeing a face on the other.

The relative silence of GWTs on the issue of experi
ential character aligns with the general tendency of such 
theories to focus on functional, rather than phenomenal, 
aspects of consciousness. In fact, GWTs are often expli
citly proposed as accounts of ‘conscious access’49; that is, 
as accounts of why certain representations are available 
to be flexibly used by a wide range of consuming systems 

Meta-
representation

Lower-order 
representation

Fig. 1 | Higher-order theories. The core claim in higher- 
order theories (HOTs) of consciousness is that mental states 
are conscious in virtue of being the target of specific kinds 
of meta- representation. For example, lower- order represen-
tations of visual signals in posterior cortex would support 
conscious visual perception when targeted by the right kind 
of higher- order meta- representation. Supportive evidence 
for HOTs comes from studies implicating anterior cortical 
areas in conscious contents, with an emphasis on prefrontal 
cortex — especially when performance is matched across 
conscious and non- conscious conditions30,100. HOTs are also 
indirectly supported by lesion evidence linking metacogni-
tion to prefrontal areas153. These theories are challenged  
by evidence suggesting that anterior areas are not involved 
in consciousness108,154, perhaps instead being necessary  
only for enabling subjective report and executive control6. 
Figure adapted with permission from ref.46, Elsevier.
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(whereas others are not). The core functional property 
addressed by GWTs is the ability of conscious states 
to guide behaviour and cognition in flexible, context 
dependent ways. GWTs also offer clear accounts of how 
consciousness is related to other cognitive processes, 
such as attention and working memory. According to 
GWTs, attention selects and amplifies specific signals, 
allowing them to enter the workspace (and thus be con
scious), whereas consciousness and working memory 
are intimately related because attended working mem
ory items are conscious and use the global workspace  
for broadcast49.

GWTs account for changes in global states of con
sciousness in terms of alterations to the functional 
integrity of the workspace. Neurally, a global loss of 
consciousness is reflected in impaired functional or 
dynamical connectivity in fronto parietal regions that 
are considered ‘hub’ nodes in the global workspace52, and 
in functional connectivity becoming increasingly con
strained to patterns directly reflecting the underlying 
structural connectivity53–55.

One important question raised by GWTs concerns 
what exactly is required for a workspace to qualify as 
‘global’25,56. Is it the number (and type) of consuming sys
tems to which the workspace can broadcast that matters, 
or is it the kind of broadcasting that occurs within the 
workspace? Or are both of these considerations relevant 
to what counts as a ‘global workspace’? These questions 
need to be answered if we are to know what predictions 
GWTs make with respect to consciousness in, for exam
ple, infants, individuals with brain damage, people who 
have undergone split brain surgery, non human animals 
and artificial intelligence systems.

Integrated information theory
IIT starts from a very different place from HOTs or 
GWTs by advancing a mathematical approach to charac
terizing phenomenology. The theory starts by proposing 
axioms about the phenomenological character of con
scious experiences (that is, properties that are taken to 
be self evidently true and to apply to all possible forms of 
consciousness), and from these axioms it derives claims 
about the properties that any physical substrate of con
sciousness must satisfy. IIT then proposes that physical 
systems that instantiate these properties necessarily also 
instantiate consciousness57–60 (see fIg. 3). Specifically, IIT 
proposes that consciousness should be understood in 
terms of ‘cause–effect power’ associated with irreducible 
maxima of integrated information generated by a physi
cal system. Integrated information, in turn, is associ
ated with the information theoretic quantity Φ, which 
measures — broadly speaking — how much informa
tion is generated by a system as a whole, compared with  
its parts considered independently. In IIT, consciousness 
is an intrinsic, fundamental property of a system, and is 
determined both by the nature of the causal mechanisms 
that compose it and by their state60.

In contrast to HOTs and GWTs, IIT links conscious
ness primarily with posterior cortical areas (the so called 
‘posterior hot zone’ encompassing parietal, temporal and 
occipital areas), in part on the grounds that these areas 
exhibit neuroanatomical properties that are suppos
edly well suited for generating high levels of integrated 
information59. Also in contrast to GWTs and HOTs, 
which associate consciousness with aspects of cortical 
information processing (that is, functional descriptions 
of what a system does), IIT does not refer to ‘information 
processing’ per se. Instead, it links consciousness to 
properties of the intrinsic cause–effect structure of a 
system; namely, to the causal power of a system to influ
ence itself. According to IIT, any system that generates 
a non zero maximum of (irreducible) integrated infor
mation is conscious, at least to some degree. Because of 
this, IIT would appear to imply that there already exist 
non biological systems that are conscious61.

IIT is reasonably comprehensive, offering accounts  
of both global states and local states of consciousness59 
(see fIg. 3). Global states are associated with the quan
tity of irreducible integrated information generated by a 
system, as measured by Φ. IIT therefore encourages a uni
dimensional conception of global states, for it equates an 
organism’s level of consciousness with its value of Φ. The 
experiential character of local states can be understood  

Global 
workspace

Local 
processors

Local 
processors 
(mobilized)

Ignition

Fig. 2 | Global workspace theories. The core claim of 
global workspace theories (GWTs) of consciousness is  
that mental states are conscious when they are broadcast 
within a global workspace in which fronto- parietal 
networks play a central hub- like role. Activity in local 
processors (for example, sensory regions) becomes 
temporarily ‘mobilized’ into the workspace upon ignition155. 
Empirical support for GWTs comes from studies that have 
associated consciousness with neuronal signatures of 
ignition and long- distance information sharing48,49,53,101. 
Neural signatures of ignition are suggested by divergences 
of brain activity in anterior cortical regions at around 
200–300 ms after stimulus onset, corresponding to trials 
with and without conscious perception48,101, including in 
‘no- report paradigms’111 (see also ref.156). Such studies have 
been recently extended to decoding; for example, activity 
patterns at around 300 ms after a stimulus predicted 
subjective reports in ways that generalized across sensory 
modalities119. Signatures of long- distance information for 
conscious versus unconscious content have been identified 
using a range of methods49,102. As with higher- order theories, 
GWTs are challenged by evidence that anterior regions 
might be involved in behavioural report rather than 
consciousness per se.

No- report paradigms
Behavioural experiments  
in which participants do not 
provide subjective (verbal, 
behavioural) reports.

Φ
The amount of information 
specified by a system that is 
irreducible to that specified  
by its parts. There are many 
variations of Φ, each calculated 
differently and making 
different assumptions.

Posterior hot zone
a range of brain regions 
towards the rear of the cortex, 
including parietal, temporal 
and occipital areas, as well as 
regions such as the precuneus.
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in terms of ‘conceptual structures’, which IIT treats as 
‘shapes’ in a highdimensional space that is specified by  
the mechanistic cause–effect structure of the system.  
These shapes underpin (or are identical to) specific 
kinds of phenomenal character. For example, the spa
tial nature of visual experience has been related to the 
cause–effect structure specified by gridlike mecha
nisms present in early visual cortex62. The global unity of  
consciousness is explained by the integrated aspect  
of integrated information — its association with infor
mation gene rated by the ‘whole’ over and above that 
gene rated by the ‘parts’. Finally, according to IIT, con
tents are conscious (rather than unconscious) when, 
and only when, they are incorporated into a cause–effect 
‘complex’ (where a complex is a subset of the physical sys
tem that underpins a maximum of irreducible integrated 
information).

Returning to the binocular rivalry example, IIT 
explains why the subject reports experiencing a house 
(rather than a face) by appealing to the hypothesis  
that the complex underlying their report is associated 
with the conceptual structure corresponding to the 
content ‘house’ (rather than the content ‘face’), and it 
explains the experiential contrast between seeing a 
house and seeing a face in terms of the ‘shape’ of the 
corresponding conceptual structure.

Although IIT provides a more comprehensive treat
ment of the various aspects of consciousness than most 

ToCs, it says comparatively little about how conscious
ness is related to other aspects of the mind, such as 
attention, learning and memory, and has not yet focused 
on the relevance of embodiment and environmental 
embeddedness for consciousness (the latter also being 
a challenge for HOTs and GWTs). That said, IIT theo
rists have made initial steps towards addressing some of 
these challenges by, for example, developing measures  
of ‘matching complexity’ that track the shared infor
mation between an agent and its environment, and  
by formulating agent based models in which agents  
that are able to engage effectively with their surround
ings are found to exhibit increased amounts of integrated 
information62–64.

Re- entry and predictive processing theories
Finally, we consider two general approaches to under
standing consciousness that emphasize the importance 
of top down signalling in shaping and enabling con
scious perception. The first — re entry theories — are 
ToCs as such, and associate conscious perception with 
top down (recurrent, re entrant) signalling65,66. The 
second group — predictive processing theories — are 
not, first and foremost, ToCs but are more general 
accounts of brain (and body) function that can be used 
to formulate explanations and predictions regarding 
properties of consciousness67.

Re entry theories are motivated by neurophysio
logical evidence revealing the importance of top down 
signalling for conscious (usually visual) perception 
(for examples, see refs68–70). In one prominent re entry 
theory — local recurrency theory — Lamme argues that 
localized recurrent or re entrant processing within per
ceptual cortices is sufficient to give rise to consciousness 
(given the integrity of other enabling factors, such as 
brainstem arousal), but that parietal and frontal regions 
might be required for reporting the contents of percep
tual experience or drawing on them for reasoning and 
decision making65,71 (fIg. 4).

Broadly speaking, predictive processing theories have 
two motivations. One motivation traces to considering 
the problem of perception as one of inference about the 
causes of sensory signals72,73. The other — exemplified 
by the free energy principle74 — appeals to fundamen
tal constraints regarding control and regulation that 
apply to all systems that maintain their organization 
over time75–77 (but see ref.78). Both lead to the notion 
that the brain implements a process of ‘prediction error 
minimization’79 that approximates Bayesian inference 
through the reciprocal exchange of (usually top down) 
perceptual predictions and (usually bottom up) predic
tion errors80 (although see ref.81). Some expressions of 
predictive processing, such as active inference, add the 
notion that sensory prediction errors can be minimized 
not only by updating predictions but also by performing 
actions to bring about expected sensory data — thereby 
enabling a form of predictive control82,83.

Although predictive processing theories did not origi
nate as ToCs, it has been suggested that they can furnish 
systematic correlations between neural mechanisms 
and phenomenological properties67, where ‘systematic’ 
means having explanatory power guided by theoretical 

Neurons 
outside main 
complex

Posterior 
cortical 
‘hot zone’

Conceptual 
structure 
(= experience)

Fig. 3 | Integrated information theory. The core claim of integrated information theory (IIT) 
is that consciousness is identical to the cause–effect structure of a physical system that 
specifies a maximum of irreducible integrated information. The content of consciousness 
is associated with the form of the cause–effect structure, and the level of consciousness 
with its irreducibility, as measured by quantity Φ59. Anatomically, IIT is associated with  
a posterior cortical ‘hot zone’. Empirical assessment of this core claim is challenging, 
largely because Φ is infeasible to measure, except in simple model systems. Various 
proxies for Φ have been developed157 and some show promise. Prominent among them is 
the perturbational complexity index (PCI), which measures the algorithmic (Lempel–Ziv) 
complexity of brain responses to transcranial magnetic stimulation158. Importantly, the 
PCI has diagnostic and prognostic value in tracking global states of consciousness in 
patients with neurological impairments158. However, the PCI is not equivalent to Φ and 
correlations between PCI values and global states of consciousness are not incompatible 
with other theories of consciousness. Other evidence that indirectly supports IIT comes 
from psychophysical studies suggesting that local changes in the strength of lateral 
connections within visual cortex can alter the structure of visual space116, and by evidence 
relating changes in global states to reduced functional diversity and integrative capacity 
in posterior cortical regions159. IIT would be challenged by evidence which indicates that 
activity in anterior cortical regions is necessary for perceptual consciousness.

Complex
In integrated information 
theory (IIT), a subset of a 
physical system that underpins 
a maximum of irreducible 
integrated information.
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considerations, in contrast to mere empirical correlations 
as in the vanilla NCC approach. From this perspective, 
predictive processing theories fulfil many of the desider
ata for ToCs we outlined earlier, but may be best thought 
of as theories for consciousness science, rather than ToCs 
per se, for there are many perspectives on precisely how 
predictive processing relates to consciousness84,85.

Predictive processing theories typically address local 
conscious states in terms of the content of top down per
ceptual predictions73,79,86,87: informally, perceptual con
tent is given by the brain’s ‘best guess’ of the causes of its 
sensorium. The experiential character of a local state is 
specified by the nature of the perceptual predictions at 
play. For example, the phenomenology of ‘objecthood’ 
in vision may be accounted for by conditional predic
tions about the sensory consequences of actions87,88, 
whereas the phenomenology of emotional states may 
be explained by the role of interoceptive predictions in 
regulating the organism’s physiological condition89,90. 
The example of emotion highlights that predictive pro
cessing theories, more than the others discussed here, 
encompass issues related to conscious selfhood13,77,91.

Predictive processing can explain the distinction 
between conscious and unconscious states in terms of 
whether a mental state is part of a current ‘best guess’ 
(or optimal posterior) during perceptual inference.  

In the example of binocular rivalry, predictive process
ing envisages two competing perceptual hypotheses 
(best guesses), one of which ‘wins’, leading to perceptual 
domi nance. Sensory signals from the alternative hypo
thesis accumulate as prediction error, which eventually 
leads to a perceptual transition, at which point sensory 
signals explained by the previously dominant best guess 
now become a source of unexplained prediction error, 
and so the cycle repeats92,93. (The experiential contrast 
between the house and the face would, as mentioned, be 
explained by properties of the corresponding perceptual 
predictions.) In those varieties of predictive processing 
that emphasize active inference, a change in conscious 
content can happen only if perceptual belief updating 
comes about through action (where action can be overt, 
such as a saccadic eye movement, or covert, such as a 
shift of attentional focus)76,94.

Predictive processing theories do not generally deal 
with global states of consciousness, but it would be nat
ural for them to appeal to the integrity of the relevant 
predictive processes in explaining distinctions among 
global states95, in much the same way in which HOT 
accounts can appeal to the integrity of the relevant 
meta representational machinery.

With respect to the functional dimensions of con
sciousness, both re entry and predictive processing 
approaches provide clear treatments of the relationship 
between consciousness and attention. In local recur
rency theory, as in GWTs, attention provides a selective 
boost to sensory signals so that they reach prefrontal and 
parietal regions, engaging conscious access71. In predic
tive processing, attention is associated with the process 
of ‘precision weighting’, in which the estimated preci
sion of sensory signals is modulated in ways intuitively 
equivalent to altering the signal to noise ratio or ‘gain’ of 
these signals74,96; and in active inference, as mentioned, 
attentional sampling may be necessary for changes in 
conscious content76,94.

Evaluating theories of consciousness
The range of data that have been appealed to in connec
tion with the debate between rival ToCs is vast, and we 
cannot hope to provide a full inventory of them here. 
Instead, we offer a selective overview of some current 
debates, highlighting the diversity of data that can be 
brought to bear on the evaluation of ToCs. (Some other 
empirical data generally used in support of each ToC are 
described in the legends of fIgs 1–4).

As a background point, it is important to recognize 
the holistic nature of theory evaluation. Theories are not 
confirmed by a single finding; nor are they generally 
defeated by a single experiment. Instead, theory confir
mation is typically an incremental process, in which one 
theory wins out over its rivals by providing an account 
of the target phenomenon that explains a wide range of 
data and can be integrated with successful theories in 
neighbouring domains97–99.

One obvious source of constraints on a ToC is the 
structure of consciousness. Although numerous struc
tural features have been discussed in connection with 
ToCs, one structural feature of particular utility for con
trasting ToCs is the unity of consciousness — the fact that 

Prediction 
error
(bottom up)

Prediction 
(top down)

Canonical 
predictive 
coding circuit

Fig. 4 | Re-entry theory and predictive processing.  
The core claim of re- entry theory and predictive proces-
sing is that conscious mental states are associated with 
top-down signalling (re- entry; thick arrows) that, for 
predictive processing, convey predictions about causes  
of sensory signals (thin arrows signify bottom- up predic-
tion errors), so that continuous minimization of prediction 
errors implements an approximation to Bayesian infer-
ence. Conscious contents are specified — in most predic-
tive processing theories — by the content of top- down 
predictions. Evidence in favour of these theories comes 
from studies that link top- down signalling with perceptual 
experience68–70,160. In further support of predictive process-
ing, there is abundant evidence that expectations shape 
both the content of, and speed of access to, conscious 
perception161–163, which some studies relate directly to 
top-down signalling160. These theories would be challenged 
by evidence that top- down signalling or predictive pro-
cessing occurs in the absence of consciousness, or that 
changes in these processes do not affect conscious states.

Interoceptive predictions
Predictions about the causes of 
sensory signals originating from 
within the body (interoception 
refers to perception of the 
body ‘from within’).

Unity of consciousness
The fact that that the 
experiences that a single  
agent has at a time seem 
always to occur as the 
components of a single 
complex experience.
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the experiences that a single agent has at a time seem 
always to occur as the components of a single complex 
experience, one that fully captures what it is like to be 
that agent25. Different ToCs take very different attitudes 
to the unity of consciousness. IIT places considerable 
emphasis on the unity of consciousness. It not only 
assumes that consciousness is always unified but also 
appeals to the claim that consciousness is necessarily 
unified to motivate the association of consciousness 
with (maxima of) irreducible integrated information. 
Although GWTs do not emphasize the unity of con
sciousness in the way that IIT does, the association of 
consciousness with broadcast within a functionally inte
grated workspace suggests that they too may have the 
resources to provide a plausible account of the unity of 
consciousness. Other ToCs, such as HOTs and re entry/
predictive processing theories, have a more ambivalent 
relationship to the unity of consciousness, tending either 
to only gesture at an account of this property or to over
look it entirely. The contrast in attitudes among ToCs to 
the unity of consciousness is due, in part at least, to more 
fundamental disagreement over whether consciousness 
is (necessarily) unified. Although the unity of conscious
ness promises to provide an important constraint on 
ToCs, in order for this promise to be realized we need a 
better account of the respects in which consciousness is 
(necessarily) unified.

A second source of constraints is provided by neural 
data. For example, it is generally accepted that the cere
bellum is neither necessary nor sufficient for conscious
ness. A ToC ought to account for this fact, and explain 
why the cerebellum is not implicated in consciousness. 
Some ToCs readily provide such an explanation — for 
example, IIT argues that the cerebellum is not implicated 
in consciousness because its architecture is poorly suited 
for generating high levels of integrated information59. 
But explanations of this sort lend specific support to a 
theory only if the account provided is more plausible 
than the accounts that might be provided by its compet
itors, and whether that condition is satisfied is currently 
an open question. For example, advocates of HOTs could 
argue that the cerebellum lacks the capacity to support 
meta representations of the relevant kind; proponents 
of GWTs can make the case that the cerebellum does 
not implement a global workspace; and re entrant and 
predictive processing theorists can point to the absence 
of rich recurrent signalling in the cerebellum65.

Although it is generally accepted that a ToC should 
explain why the cerebellum is not implicated in con
sciousness, there are other kinds of neural data that are 
much more controversial from the point of view of ToCs. 
An important example is provided by the debate about 
the role of prefrontal (‘front of the brain’) processes in 
consciousness.

Using various experimental paradigms, many neuro
imaging studies have found prefrontal engagement for 
conscious (versus unconscious) perception48, based both 
on regional activity100,101 and on functional connectivity 
between frontal and other regions102. A small number 
of primate studies have also found that conscious con
tents can be decoded from prefrontal activity patterns 
during binocular rivalry, continuous flash suppression 

and rapid serial presentation of visual stimuli103–105; 
see also ref.106 for a more complex picture in which 
content relevant information was decoded from a wide 
range of both activated and deactivated cortical regions 
during an object recognition task. Lesion evidence, and 
evidence from brain stimulation, has also been used to 
argue that the prefrontal activity is crucially implicated 
in consciousness (see ref.30 for a review).

Advocates of HOTs and GWTs appeal to these find
ings to support their accounts over competing theories. 
In response, advocates of IIT and re entry theories argue 
that the observed prefrontal activity is a (non necessary) 
consequence of consciousness and is probably asso
ciated with cognitive access to the contents of conscious
ness and the ability to provide behavioural reports, 
rather than with conscious perception per se107,108 (but 
see ref.109). Those who defend this ‘back of the brain’ 
perspective argue that posterior cortical processes — 
encompassing parts of the perceptual and parietal cortex 
and precuneus — suffice for perceptual experience, and 
that ‘front of the brain’ processes are not necessary. This 
claim is supported by so called ‘no report’ studies which 
have tended to find diminished prefrontal engagement 
when subjects do not provide explicit reports about 
their perceptions6,110 (but see ref.111). ‘Back of the brain’ 
advocates also draw on positive evidence in favour of a 
tight coupling between posterior activity and conscious
ness. For example, one innovative study that probed for 
conscious contents during sleep using a serial awaken
ing paradigm found that activity in posterior cortical 
regions predicted whether an individual would report 
dream experience, across both rapid eye movement and 
non rapid eye movement sleep stages112 (but see ref.113). 
Finally, the ‘front of the brain’ interpretation of decod
ing studies is open to challenge, for showing that con
scious contents can be ‘read out’ from a particular area 
does not establish that the brain itself is ‘reading out’ 
those contents from that area in a way that constitutes a 
relevant kind of meta representation or global broadcast.

Although some aspects of the ‘front of the brain’ 
versus ‘back of the brain’ debate do indeed concern 
neurobiological data —for example, opinions differ on 
where the anatomical boundaries of the prefrontal cor
tex lie107,109 — at its heart is a disagreement about the  
relation ship between consciousness and cognitive 
access: is it reasonable to take the availability of content 
for verbal report and the direct control of behaviour 
as a proxy for consciousness, or should investigations 
into the brain basis of consciousness remain neutral as 
to how exactly consciousness and cognitive access are 
related114 (see also Box 3). Debate about this question is 
reflected in the attitudes that different ToCs take to cog
nitive access. GWTs place cognitive access at the heart 
of their account of consciousness, suggesting not only 
that the contents of consciousness are always available  
for cognitive access but also that the processes that 
underlie cognitive access (namely, ignition and global 
broadcast) serve as the basis of conscious experience 
(see ref.111 for a recent nuance on this view). Other theo
ries, such as IIT and local recurrency accounts, deny a 
close relationship between consciousness and cogni
tive access, holding that mental states can be conscious 

Cognitive access
a functional property whereby 
a mental state has access  
to a wide range of cognitive 
processes, usually including 
verbal and/or behavioural 
report.
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without being available for the direct control of thought 
and action, and also that mental states could, in prin
ciple, be available for the direct control of thought and 
action without being conscious. Although higher order 
approaches are not committed to any particular rela
tionship between consciousness and cognitive access, 
in practice their advocates generally assume that the 
contents of consciousness will be cognitively accessible 
(for example, see ref.46), although perhaps not vice versa.

Perhaps the most powerful source of data for evalu
ating rival ToCs involves novel predictions. Many of 
the most significant events in the history of science 
have involved the confirmation of novel predictions115. 
For example, general relativity received strong support 
from the fact that it predicted both the advance of the 
perihelion of Mercury and the way in which starlight 
grazing the Sun’s surface would be deflected. If a ToC 
was to make confirmed novel predictions, then it would 
be strongly supported, especially when compared with 
theories that failed to make the relevant prediction,  
or made different and incompatible predictions.

Many of the novel predictions that contemporary 
ToCs make are difficult to test. For example, both the 
re entry and IIT accounts predict that posterior corti
cal activity can support conscious experience without 
contribution from anterior areas, but at present we lack 
reliable methods to verify such claims, as verification 
relies on subjective report (or, at least, executive control 
in some form), which in turn requires anterior cortical 
activity. More dramatically, IIT predicts that conscious
ness is widely distributed throughout nature, including 
in many non biological systems, and might even occur in  
systems that are as simple as photodiodes and single 
atoms (although, interestingly, not in strictly feedfor
ward neural networks61). This prediction runs counter 
to widely held assumptions about the distribution of 

consciousness, but cannot be sensibly evaluated in the 
absence of robust methods for detecting the presence of 
consciousness in such systems (Box 3).

In some cases, methodological advances may bring 
novel predictions within reach of testability. One striking 
prediction, arising from IIT, is that changes in neural 
structure could lead to changes in conscious experience 
even when these changes do not give rise to changes 
in neural activity116. For example, inactive neurons in 
the visual cortex may contribute to visual experience, 
whereas inactivated neurons would not59. This predic
tion arises because, in IIT, it is the cause–effect structure 
specified by neural mechanisms that matters for con
sciousness. This means that if one intervenes in neural 
mechanisms, so as to change the cause–effect structure, 
then consciousness can change even if the correspond
ing neural dynamics do not change — a prediction that is  
particularly counter intuitive in the case where dyna mics 
are absent (that is, for inactive neurons). Hypotheses 
such as this, which do not readily follow from the other 
theories discussed here, may be testable using precise 
interventional methods, such as optogenetics, in animal 
models of perceptual decision making117.

A particularly fruitful avenue for evaluating rival 
ToCs focuses on the temporal profile of conscious  
(as opposed to unconscious) processing, as reflected for 
example by event related potentials in electrophysio
logical recordings. Some theorists (for example, see 
ref.118) argue that conscious perception has an early 
(120–200 ms) onset following stimulus presentation, 
appealing to evidence that suggests a robust correla
tion between perceptual consciousness and early onset 
modality specific negative going event related potentials 
— called awareness negativity responses — while 
questioning the reliability of previously discussed 
later onset signatures, such as the P3b (a positive going 
event related potential observed at ~300 ms after stimu
lus onset). The early negativity highlighted by Dembski 
and colleagues has been found in both vision and audi
tion, leading them to argue that there is a generalized 
early onset response that robustly indexes perceptual 
consciousness. Such data point in favour of IIT and local 
re entry accounts of consciousness (but see ref.119 for 
a later cross modal signature of conscious perception). 
Other theorists120,121 argue in favour of a much later onset 
(roughly, 250–400 ms) for perceptual consciousness. 
Besides the debated P3b, late onset accounts are moti
vated by various perceptual phenomena that appear to 
match this timescale, including the psychological refrac
tory period, the attentional blink and postdictive effects 
— the last of these being of particular interest in showing 
that a delayed cue can retrospectively trigger conscious 
perception122. Candidate late onset neural signatures of 
conscious perception include long distance informa
tion sharing and bifurcation dynamics49,111. Evidence 
in favour of late onset accounts of perceptual con
sciousness generally supports higher order and global 
workspace ToCs. The debate between ‘early onset’ and 
‘late onset’ accounts of perceptual experience is likely to 
remain a central topic of discussion for the foreseeable 
future. Note that the issue of the temporal profile of con
scious processing is distinct from both the perception 

Box 3 | The measurement problem

To test a theory of consciousness (ToC), we need to be able to reliably detect both 
consciousness and its absence. At present, experimenters typically rely on a subject’s 
introspective capacities, either directly or indirectly, to identify their states of 
consciousness. However, this approach is problematic, for not only is the reliability  
of introspection questionable, but there are many organisms or systems (for example, 
infants, individuals with brain damage and non- human animals) who might be conscious 
but are unable to produce introspective reports. Thus, there is a pressing need to identify 
non- introspective ‘markers’ or ‘signatures’ of consciousness.

Numerous such indicators have been proposed in recent years. Some of these — such 
as the perturbational complexity index (PCI)158 — have been proposed as markers of 
consciousness as such, whereas others — such as the optokinetic nystagmus response174 
or distinctive bifurcations in neural dynamics111 — have been proposed as markers  
of specific kinds of conscious contents. The former have been applied fruitfully to 
assessing global states of consciousness in individuals with brain injury175 whereas  
the latter have been deployed in ‘no- report’ studies of conscious content, in which 
overt behavioural reports are not made6. Whatever its focus, however, any proposed 
indicator of consciousness must be validated: we need to know that it is both sensitive 
and specific. Although approaches to validation based on introspection have the 
problems mentioned above, theory- based approaches are also problematic. Because 
ToCs are themselves contentious, it seems unlikely that appealing to theory- based 
considerations could provide the kind of intersubjective validation required for an 
objective marker of consciousness. Solving the measurement problem thus seems  
to require a method of validation that is based neither solely on introspection nor on 
theoretical considerations. The literature contains a number of proposals for addressing 
this problem114,176, but none is uncontroversial177,178.
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of duration123 and the temporal characteristics of a con
scious ‘moment’124,125, both of which reflect aspects of 
conscious content that ought to be explained by a ToC.

Moving forward
At present, ToCs are generally used as ‘narrative struc
tures’ within the science of consciousness. Although they 
inform the interpretation of neural and behavioural data, 
it is still rare for a study to be designed with questions of 
theory validation in mind126. Although there is nothing 
wrong with employing theories in this manner, future 
progress will depend on experiments that enable ToCs 
to be tested and disambiguated. We conclude our review 
by identifying three issues that need to be addressed 
for a mature regimen of theory testing to flourish in 
consciousness science.

First, ToCs need to be developed with precision, for 
theories that appeal only to vague and imprecise con
structs can generate only vague and imprecise predic
tions. For example, HOTs and predictive processing 
and re entry theories need to specify the kinds of meta 
representations and re entrant or predictive processes 
that are distinctive of (specific aspects of) conscious
ness; IIT needs to make precise its implications for the 
functional profile of consciousness and the impact of  
the environment and embodiment on consciousness; 
and GWTs need to provide a principled account of which 
workspaces qualify as ‘global’ in the relevant sense.

A promising approach here is to use computational 
models to bring mechanistic specificity to ToCs that may 
have been formulated in relatively abstract or concep
tual terms. In addition to grounding the generation of 
fine grained predictions, such models might also pro
vide a shared language in which the relative merits of 
rival ToCs can be compared, which can be especially 
useful for comparing ToCs originating from different 
starting points. For example, computational models 
could reveal shared principles of top down signalling 
among HOTs and re entry and predictive processing 
theories, while clarifying the distinctions between meta 
representation (for example, see ref.35) and global broad
cast (for example, see refs127,128) that separate HOTs 
from GWTs129. The development of computational 
models might also allow contrasts between ToCs to be 
reframed in terms of (potentially distributed) processes 
rather than, as is currently popular, in terms of broad 
neuroanatomical regions (for example, as in the debate 
between ‘front of the brain’ and ‘back of the brain’ 
theorists111). A key challenge for the computational 
approach is to develop models that do not merely 
account for the functional features of consciousness but 
also account for its phenomenological properties — a 
challenge that can be described by the general label of 
‘computational (neuro)phenomenology’ (for examples,  
see refs37,130). This brings the additional challenge of how 
to validate, or disambiguate between, computational 
models using phenomenological data (for example,  
see ref.131) — a challenge that can be met, at least in part,  
by collecting subjective reports at the appropriate levels 
of phenomenological granularity (Box 3).

In addition to being made more specific, ToCs also 
need to be made more comprehensive. For the most part,  

ToCs have tended to focus on particular kinds of local 
states (perceptual experiences, with an emphasis on 
vision), on particular kinds of global states (ordinary 
waking awareness) and on particular kinds of conscious 
creatures (adult human beings). Although there are good 
reasons why theorists have tended to focus on a restricted 
class of conscious states and creatures — experimental 
accessibility being an important factor — a fully com
prehensive ToC must do justice to the rich diversity of 
consciousness. With respect to local states, ToCs must 
go beyond perception and account also, for example, for 
affect, temporality, volition and thought. With respect 
to global states, ToCs must go beyond ordinary wake
fulness and account also for the distinctive modes of 
consciousness associated with, for example, dreaming, 
meditation, disorders of consciousness and the psyche
delic state. With respect to conscious creatures, ToCs 
must go beyond adult experience and address questions 
regarding consciousness in human infants, non human 
animals and even artificial systems. Although there is 
nothing wrong with ToCs that have a restricted focus, 
theories that provide a more comprehensive account 
of consciousness have obvious advantages over those 
that do not, especially if they can identify explanatory  
connections between different aspects of consciousness.

The third issue to be addressed is the measurement  
problem: the problem of identifying trustworthy meas
ures of consciousness132. Solving this problem is crucial, 
for detailed and comprehensive ToCs are unlikely to be of 
much use unless we also have the capacity to verify their 
predictions. It is useful to distinguish two (closely related) 
versions of the measurement problem. The first concerns 
the detection of conscious contents. Here, the primary 
challenge is to identify ways of distinguishing conscious 
from unconscious mental states that do not make con
troversial assumptions about the functional profile of 
consciousness (such as that conscious contents must be 
reportable or otherwise available for high level cogni
tive control)114,133,134. The other version of the measure
ment problem focuses not on contents but on creatures.  
The questions here include how we might determine the 
distribution of consciousness in the animal kingdom135; 
whether certain classes of cerebral organoids136 or artifi
cial intelligence systems135–137 are conscious; when con
sciousness first emerges in ontogenesis138; and when 
consciousness is retained in the context of traumatic 
brain injury139. Here, too, the challenge is to develop ways 
of measuring consciousness that avoid controversial 
assumptions about its functional profile (Box 3).

Of course, the above challenges are already being 
addressed, to varying extents, by consciousness research
ers. These efforts are now complemented by initiatives 
such as the adversarial collaboration model, which is 
encouraging proponents of ToCs to devise experiments 
with the specific goal of differentiating between alterna
tive ToCs17. Consciousness remains scientifically contro
versial, yet there is every reason to think that the iterative 
development, testing and comparison of ToCs will lead 
to a much deeper understanding of this most profound 
of mysteries.
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Computational (neuro)
phenomenology
The use of computational 
models to account for the 
phenomenal character of a 
conscious state in terms of 
(neural) mechanisms.

The measurement problem
The problem of identifying 
whether a particular  
mental state is conscious,  
or determining whether an 
organism or other system  
is, or has the capacity to be, 
conscious.

Cerebral organoids
laboratory- grown neural 
structures that self- organize 
into systems with cellular and 
network features resembling 
aspects of the developing 
human brain.
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